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Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U10s

Session 4: Passing & Receiving 1

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Teamwork/ communication
-Touch
-Use of appropriate body part

Activity 1

BUBBLE PASSING (10-15)
Players outside of grid have
ball and they toss the ball
to players inside the grid
who control and pass back.
Player then moves to
receive another ball. Tell
players to pretend the ball
is a bubble and they need
to control it gently so it
doesn't pop.

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

Progression:
-If needed start with one gate
-Make a center "wall" about 1-2
yards wide of several cones. Then a
gate on either side of the wall.
-Limit to two touch

-Technique
-Moving to space
-Vision and decision making

5v0 (15-20min)
Five kids in a grid. Must
keep ball moving.
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Progression:
-Change it to 4v1
-Play 1 touch
-After a kid passes them must run
and touch a cone
-Play with two balls
-Put pennies on 2 of the kids. Ball
must alternate between penny and
non-penny kid
- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper.
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points
-Go to the ball and then relax as
ball makes contact
-Appropriate foot and portion of
foot when passing
-Being ready to receive

Progression:
-Add cones that they need to avoid.
-Give them 40 seconds and see how Discovery Questions:
bubbles they can catch
-What part of your body worked
well?
-How did you decide what part of
your body to use?

-Movement before and after the
pass
-First touch
-Technique

Activity 2

THREE IN A LINE (10-15min)
2 lines of 3 kids face each
other about 15 yrds apart.
1 cone in between lines and
another cone on both sides
of center cone about 2
yards away. Kids pass
through one set of cones.
Other side receives and
passes through other set of
cones. After pass kids run
to back of other line.

Objectives
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-First touch needs to prepare you
to pass
-Stay on your toes when receiving
-Ankle locked, inside of foot pass,
keep ball on the ground
-Quick first step after pass
Discovery Question:
-Which foot and what part of the
foot did you use to receive the ball?
-Why do you want to prepare the
ball to the side of you when
passing?

-Keep moving: don't stand and
wait for pass, don't stand after pass.
-Use all parts of the foot
-Prepare ball for pass
-Look up and think ahead about
what to do with the ball before it
comes to you
Discovery Question:
-How did you decide who to pass it
to?
-When did you use the outside of
your foot? Inside?
- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Try to use only 1 or 2 freezes
during this section. The rest of the
comments can be made in the flow
of the game.
HOMEWORK:
Toss the ball in the air and touch
the ground then control the ball
before it touches the ground. 20
times.
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